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Hotel Brand Standards: How to Pick the Right Amenities for Your Property

Abstract
Amenities specified by hotel companies’ brand standards can become a point of contention between hotel owners and brand managers. At issue for the owner is whether offering a particular amenity justifies the expense, while brand managers are typically more concerned with maintaining consistent brand standards systemwide. This report provides another perspective, by analyzing the short-term return on investment for six upscale and luxury brands offering three popular complimentary amenities—bottled water, internet access, and fitness center use—both in terms of their effects on first-time visits and on repeat business. While internet access held the greatest attraction for first-time guests, complimentary bottled water offered the highest ROI for returning guests. Analyzed over a twelve-month period, the fitness center had a negative ROI for both groups. Of particular interest, the study also found that guests greatly overestimated the likelihood that they would use the hotels’ amenities.
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Amenities specified by hotel companies’ brand standards can become a point of contention between hotel owners and brand managers. At issue for the owner is whether offering a particular amenity justifies the expense, while brand managers are typically more concerned with maintaining consistent brand standards systemwide. This report provides another perspective, by analyzing the short-term return on investment for six upscale and luxury brands offering three popular complimentary amenities—bottled water, internet access, and fitness center use—both in terms of their effects on first-time visits and on repeat business. While internet access held the greatest attraction for first-time guests, complimentary bottled water offered the highest ROI for returning guests. Analyzed over a twelve-month period, the fitness center had a negative ROI for both groups. Of particular interest, the study also found that guests greatly overestimated the likelihood that they would use the hotels’ amenities.
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Amenities have been a key element in the hotel industry’s continuous effort to attract and retain customers. Hotel brands engage in vigorous competition to include an ever-expanding list of amenities as part of their brand standards. But even if they do bring in more guests and revenues, those amenities cost money—and hotel owners and brand managers alike could benefit from a mechanism for determining which of the brand standard amenities are justified financially. The study described here explains how we calculated return on the investment (ROI) for three popular amenities, both in terms of attracting first-time guests and in encouraging repeat patronage.
The key insight of our model is that the offer of amenities has distinct and measurable effects for a guest’s initial decision regarding whether to stay at a particular hotel, and (separately) for the decision on whether to become a repeat customer. In this report, we describe the return on investment model we developed for the three complimentary amenities, namely, bottled water, wi-fi, and access to a fitness center. Further, we conducted a natural experiment that compared revenues and profits at properties that began to offer bottled water with revenues at properties that did not do so. Additionally, we outline our finding that guests often overestimate their likelihood of using various amenities.

The Research Design
With the support of a global company that operates mid-scale, upscale, and luxury brands, we were able to analyze the ROI on many amenities over a twelve-month period, and we were also able to compare the revenue effect for the brand’s properties that updated the brand standards to offer bottled water and those that did not. Although the study involved a lengthy list of amenities, our agreement with the data provider allows us to discuss the three amenities we mentioned above, bottled water, wi-fi, and a fitness center.

The Study
Initial and Repeat Sales
We approached the task of estimating the effect of offering an amenity on initial sales by considering a customer’s brand choice as a function of a bundle of attributes, weighted by the importance that consumers assign to those attributes. We further assumed that expected and actual use of amenities would affect future visits, so our model estimates the effects of both expected and actual use. We then computed the difference in expected future revenue with and without offering a given amenity.

Financial Return
To estimate the ROI of offering a particular amenity we compared the effect on revenue and cost of providing that amenity, with regard to both new customers and repeat guests. Company data allow us to develop the revenue portion of this calculation. This company’s hotel brands collect data regarding the number of customers that patronize them and average repeat purchases per customer, which makes it possible to calculate revenue from repeat visits. The brands also keep records indicating the proportion of revenues they realize from initial sales, so we could estimate total revenue without the given amenity.

For the cost side, we modeled the cost of an amenity as the sum of the cost of installing the amenity, the cost of maintaining it, and the cost for every customer use. This allowed us to estimate the profit margin in terms of a percentage of total revenue due to the amenity, and further to estimate the amenity’s annual ROI, as well as its net present value.

The hotel corporation in this study is a global operation with several brands. The firm supplied data from 33 properties representing the six brands it operates in the United States. In addition to installation, maintenance, and per-use cost data for the amenities, we obtained financial information and the proportions of new and returning guests and profit margins, as well as market share data and yearly guest and revenue data, for six annual ROI, as well as its net present value.

Partial list of amenities included in guest surveys

Hotel amenities
Auto check-in, Bellhop, Boarding pass printing, Business center, Concierge, Early check-in, Electronic checkout, Fitness center, Folio under door, Gift shop, Hotel bar, In-room dining for breakfast, lunch, dinner, or late night, Late checkout, Laundry service, Lobby food, Lobby internet access, Pool, Restaurant breakfast, lunch, or dinner, Seating in lobby, Spa, Valet parking, Wakeup call

Room amenities
Alarm, Bottled water, Closet, Coffee maker in room, Desk, Fitness equipment in room, In-room internet access, Iron, Minibar, Movies on demand, MP3 dock, Phone for inside calls, Phone for outside calls, Radio, Refrigerator in room, Robe, Safe, Task lighting, TV, Video games on demand

Bathroom amenities
Dispenser for soap or shampoo, Hair dryer, Packaged soap, shampoo, conditioner, or lotion

Amenity Selection
We studied many of the hotel firm’s amenities, as listed in Exhibit 1, and we were authorized to publish our analysis of the three presented here. We selected these three amenities because they have different cost structures. The chief cost for bottled water is purchasing the water (that is, cost per use), since housekeepers can carry the bottles on their carts to install and remove them at minor incremental cost. Offering free in-room internet access also involves relatively low installation costs, and its cost per use is negligible. By far the highest cost involved in offering free internet service comes from service and maintenance fees, which typically involve third-party vendors. In contrast, fitness centers are relatively expensive to install and can incur somewhat higher maintenance costs (for replacing broken equipment), along with modest per-use costs (for keeping the equipment clean and providing towels and drinking water).

Data Collection and Analysis
The hotel corporation in this study is a global operation with several brands. The firm supplied data from 33 properties representing the six brands it operates in the United States. In addition to installation, maintenance, and per-use cost data for the amenities, we obtained financial information and the proportions of new and returning guests and profit margins, as well as market share data and yearly guest and revenue data, for six annual ROI, as well as its net present value.
Factors driving an initial hotel visit. Among the six factors we tested, we found that the strongest effect on initial choice was free in-room internet access. This result was nearly equal for both business and leisure travelers. Room price was the next strongest factor (when comparing the lowest price in the brand set with the average), followed by location (whether an event would be held in an adjoining building or at some distance) and loyalty program membership.

Factors for a repeat visit. Of the three amenities we tested, use of bottled water had the strongest effect on both return visits and revenue. We should note, though, that the water followed gender, loyalty program membership, and prior visits as significant predictors of return visits to these hotels. Regarding the individual brands, offering bottled water had a significant effect on return visits for one upper upscale brand and a
marginal effect for one luxury brand. Neither in-room internet access nor use of a fitness center had significant effects on return visits for any of the brands.

**Expected vs. Actual Amenity Use**

Our study also allowed us to compare guests’ expectations for amenity use to the extent to which they actually use various amenities (see Exhibit 2). In short, we found that guests systematically overestimated their use of most of the fifty amenities we measured. This pattern is consistent for business guests and leisure guests across all price tiers, and for both frequent and infrequent guests.

Looking at wi-fi, for instance, a study posted in March 2015 reported that business travelers worldwide overwhelmingly expected to use in-room wi-fi.\(^5\) Our study painted a different picture. When we compared guests’ expectations to their actual amenity use, we found that 66 percent of guests expected to use wi-fi in their room, but only 42 percent actually logged on. Similarly, 46 percent of guests expected to work out in the fitness center during their stay, but only 22 percent actually did so. Even bottled water fell short, as 56 percent of guests expected to enjoy some bottled water, but only 49 percent actually indulged. We also found interesting differences across price tiers. As we go up the price tier from upscale to luxury, for instance, a greater proportion of guests say they will use the fitness center, but the difference between expected and actual use also goes up. Although we cannot discuss the other 50 amenities on this list, we can report that guests generally predicted that they would use more amenities (18) than they actually reported using (13).

**Return on Investment**

To develop ROI estimates, we first computed the loss in initial revenue if a given amenity was not offered, and then we computed the estimated effect each amenity would have on revenue from repeat purchases. Finally, we could calculate financial returns from each amenity using internal data provided by the hotel company indicating average annual per-guest revenue, the annual number of guests, the relative proportions of new and returning guests, the overall costs of the amenities (installation, maintenance, and per-use), the proportion of guests that use each of the amenities, and the profit margins and discount rates.

**In-room bottled water.** As we stated above, bottled water had only a weak effect on initial choice, but a significant effect on return visits. For five of the six brands, offering in-room bottled water generated a positive ROI (above the discount rate).

**In-room internet access.** The strong effect of free in-room internet service on initial purchase meant that this amenity also had a positive ROI (again above the company’s discount rate) for five of the six brands in the study. This generally positive ROI is notable given we found only a weak effect for offering this amenity on return visits. The returns on free in-room internet access did vary considerably across brands, including a negative ROI for one upscale brand.

**Fitness center.** The fitness center figured neither in guests’ initial choice nor their repeat purchase decision (for four of the brands). Thus, this amenity appears to offer a low ROI. We caution, however, that these one-year results might not be indicative of the long-term financial return on fitness centers. Instead, it might be more realistic to apply longer time horizons when computing ROI for fitness centers. For example, with an infinite time horizon we find that the internal rate of return for a fitness center was greater than 20 percent for three of the brands.\(^6\)

**The Power of Water**

Given that two of the company’s brands had recently introduced free in-room bottled water, we could use them as the basis of a natural experiment to test the effects of offering this amenity, by comparing revenue changes for properties that began offering the water with other, comparable hotels that did not introduce in-room bottled water, which acted as controls.

We compared monthly revenue from the one-year period that predated the introduction of the bottled water amenity with monthly revenue from the one-year period following its introduction for properties that offered water and for properties that did not do so. The properties that offered the free bottled water enjoyed a significantly higher increase in revenue for the year following the introduction when compared with the control properties.

**Practical Implications**

Based on our analysis of this company’s revenues and costs for offering these amenities, we see that the ROI varies by amenity and by brand. We note the value of distinguishing between the effects of bottled water on returning guests and the attraction of free internet for first time guests. This finding about free wi-fi would be of particular interest, for instance, to a company that derives a large proportion of revenues from first-time visitors.

Our survey did not examine why bottled water has such an effect on returning guests (while in-room internet doesn’t), but one possible explanation is that some amenities are easier for prospective customers to envision prior to actually using them. Guests might be better able to predict whether they will want to use internet service, for example, while the bottled water might be a pleasant and memorable surprise.

Cost is a key factor in the ROI equation. One reason that offering bottled water yielded a higher ROI than a fitness center during the year of our study is the wide difference in installation

---


\(^6\) Please refer to our *Journal of Marketing Research* paper for complete equations and technical results. See: Hamilton et al., *op. cit.*
costs. While both bottled water and fitness center amenities have small positive effects on return visits, the cost of the fitness center drags down its ROI, at least in the short-term. In-room internet access generates a high ROI across these brands primarily due to its positive effects on initial choice, but it also involves relatively low costs. Given its effect of attracting new guests, we expect free internet service in hotel rooms—which most readers will observe is scarcer as you move up the segment scale—to become standard at upper upscale and luxury properties.7

Additionally, we found that the effects of a particular amenity can vary widely across hotel brands, even within the same segment. The best explanation for this difference lies in the brands’ relative revenues from new customers as compared with existing customers and differences in the annual revenue per guest, which can be 20 percent higher at some brands than others.

Our natural experiment examining the introduction of bottled water suggests that a hotel that adds free in-room bottled water as an amenity can expect to realize gains in revenues and profits for at least the first year. This field test validates our model’s capacity to generate predictions that are consistent with guests’ response to adding this amenity.

**Overestimating use.** Finally, we highlight a finding of considerable interest. Our data show that guests overestimated their projected use of most of the fifty amenities we measured. This is an important finding, given the cost of providing many of these amenities. The high expense and low use of fitness centers, for instance, may be motivating the trend for hotels to develop access agreements with fitness centers located near the hotel, outsourcing their fitness centers, or offering in-room fitness equipment on demand, rather than installing in-house fitness centers.8 From a practical perspective, this finding underscores the importance of observing guests’ actual use of amenities before deciding to make them standard rather than relying only on surveys of guests’ desire for and intent to use the amenities.

In conclusion, we believe this study provides a useful framework for analyzing the value of offering specific amenities. Clearly, some amenities strike a chord with either potential or returning guests. By subjecting amenities to a return-on-investment analysis, brand managers and hotel owners alike can make effective determinations of which amenities offer the greatest return both in terms of attracting first-time guests and driving repeat business. ■

---

7 Our study suggests that it is more profitable to provide free in-room internet service than to provide none at all, but we did not consider whether charging a fee—which has been common at upper-scale hotels—might drive profits even higher.
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